Abstract. 2014 From microscopic observations, DSC experiments and X-ray data the Smectic AdSmectic A2 transition is studied in seven compounds of the 4-n alkoxy phenyl-4' cyanobenzoyloxy benzoate series (DBnO) . In particular the excess enthalpy associated with this transition is found to depend on the width of the SAd range. These results suggest either tricritical or critical behaviour in a (T, molecular length) phase diagram.
J. Physique Lett. 46 (1985) [1] . In the SAd, 1 dll 2, whereas this ratio is nearly equal to 2 in SA, -The first SAd-SA2 phase transition was observed in a pure long core cyano derivative, the 4-nheptyl phenyl-4'-cyanobenzoyloxy benzoate (DB7 for short) [2] . The formula of this compound is as follows :
This polymorphism was ascertained in the homologues of the DB7 with longer alkyl chains (DB,,) [1, 3] or alkoxy chains (DB"O) [1, 3] and revealed in various other series [4, 5] .
Referring to the earlier X-ray characterization [1, 2, 4, 5] The DB,,0 compounds of this study were synthesized in our chemistry laboratory. In figure 1 the transition temperatures are plotted against n, number of carbons in the chain, relative to the isotropic, nematic, SAd and SA2 phases. We note that the SAd phase becomes visible for n &#x3E; 6 and it exists within a larger and larger temperature interval as n increases. These transition temperatures are obtained from microscopic observations between glass slide and cover slip.
In contrast with earlier investigations of DB7 compound [2] , at the transformation SA2 to SAd' a textural change is detected in a planar part of the preparation as a sudden multiplication of the focal conics (Fig. 2a) . Although these reversible modifications are weaker and smoother for the higher homologues, they are still observable within a 2 K variation (Fig. 2b) .
Note that textural modifications at the SAd-SA2 transition have been also evidenced for other compounds [6, 7] .
The DSC traces in figure 3 and could include a latent heat to the pretransitional increase of the specific heat. In contrast with these two cases, the resolution of the DSC recordings rules out the existence of a latent heat contribution for the higher homologues (Figs. 3 and 4) . These observations compare well with the results from small angle X-ray scattering on powder samples which yield the temperature variation of the dll ratio, where d is the layer spacing and I the molecular length, in the most extended conformation (SASM model) (Fig. 5) .
In particular, the evolution of this parameter is quite smooth for n &#x3E; 11 and [9] . This situation is also qualitatively described from a microscopic model considering the thermal evolution of a degree of head to head association of dimers [10] . None of our low resolution techniques allow us to locate this critical (or tricritical) point for a system (pure compound or binary mixture) beyond n = 7.
As a matter of fact, high resolution experiments are clearly needed to resolve the questions of the localization and of the nature of this point.
Finally we remark that evidence is given for a strong connection between the width of the thermal range of the high temperature phase SAd and the thermodynamical behaviour of the transition. If this evolution is confirmed in other homologous series it has to be compared with what exists for the N-SA transition taking into account low resolution works [ 11 ] as well as recent high resolution results [12, 13] . 
